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Abstract:

In recent years safety in medicine has been high on the agenda, both for government and for healthcare providers. This thesis starts by
describing the evolution of patient safety and then goes on to explore error specifically in the Emergency Department (ED). Focus is drawn to the
role of non-technical skills for improving safety. The initial broad aim of this research was to learn how the ED team could function better to
improve patient care. An interview study is developed to investigate how ED staff change their behaviour during periods of high demand and to
determine the direction of future research. This study highlights that staff would benefit from increased awareness of the nontechnical skills
that contribute to effective teamwork and enhanced patient safety. The interviews also reveal the leadership role of the registrar is of particular
importance. Therefore, a series of studies are developed to identify and describe the non-technical skills required by Emergency Medicine
trainees, with a specific focus on leadership. The process of developing a provisional assessment tool for assessing non-technical skills in the ED
is described. This draws on published literature and curricula as well as considering existing methods of assessment. The assessment tool is
revised using re-analysis of staff interviews and a series of preliminary observations in the ED. Content validity of the tool is measured using a
survey of expert opinion and this helps to further refine the tool components. An experimental study reveals that whilst adequate levels of
inter-rater reliability are achievable, rater accuracy appears to be more problematic. Various sources or rater error are also explored and this
leads onto a larger, multicentre observational study investigating use of the tool in the workplace. Further data for reliability is collected and
field notes are analysed to provide a detailed description of the non-technical skills displayed by ED registrars. Findings of the studies are
summarised and limitations, applications and further research are discussed.
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Understanding the nontechnical skills specifically applicable to the emergency department (ED) is essential to facilitate training and more broadly consider

interventions to reduce error. The aim of this scoping review is to first identify and then explore in depth the nontechnical skills linked to safety in the ED. The review
was conducted in 2 stages. Non-technical skills and human factors are increasingly recog- nized as critical ingredients in the success or failure of acute care delivery in
a number of high stakes clinical domains. Time and limited resources are cited as major barriers to the assessment of these skills [3,4]. In busy EDs, it is challenging for
supervising physicians to personally observe and assess all residents [5]. Clinical Trials - clinicaltrials.gov The investigators will study nontechnical skills of emergency
physicians in a virtual standardized emergency room and their... Assessment of professional competence of nurses in emergencies: created and validated instrument.
To create an instrument to assess the professional competence of nurses in emergencies. Evolution of incidence, mortality and cost of nontraumatic abdominal
emergencies treated in Brasil in a period of nine years. More From BioPortfolio on "Non-technical Skills of Emergency Physicians in a Virtual Emergency Department".
Related Companies. Related Clinical Trials. Briefing Note. 1 Background. This briefing note addresses the non-technical skills among pilots. Its objective is to help
training departments develop or optimize an assessment tool for these non-technical skills. The information in this briefing note is compatible with threat and error
management (TEM) training and provides a method for structured assessment and feedback for non-technical skills in a training environment. The information can help
a flight operation be more objective in the assessment

